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HALF TERMLY UPDATE 
Welcome to our latest update! Lionheart Educational Trust is now sending out an e-safety update every half term, prior to the 
school holidays, in order to support parents and students. Due to the nature of widespread internet use at the moment, you will 
find this is a bumper edition this half-term, containing advice and support from a wider range of sources.   

This update will feature resources by the National Online Safety organisation.

A FREE ONLINE SAFETY GUIDE ON CYBER RESILIENCE  
In the last couple of decades, the volume of online traffic has increased exponentially – but, by and large, people’s awareness of 
the accompanying risks hasn’t grown along with it. To illustrate the scale of the issue, consider this: a report by the Internet Crime 
Complaint Centre found that, in the US during 2020, there was a successful cyber-attack every second. Yes: every second.  

Criminals continue to find new and devious ways to attempt to hijack our online transactions and harvest our private information. 
To them, the smart devices that many of us now use as standard at home are simply a convenient back door into our lives – and our 
networks. Check out our #WakeUpWednesday guide for advice on beefing up your household’s cyber resilience. In the guide you’ll find 
tips on a number of potential risks such as how to use a password manager, how to back up your data and how to check for breaches. 

A FREE ONLINE SAFETY GUIDE ON DIGITAL LIVES   
Most parents frequently chat with their child about how things are going at school or what’s happening in their friendship groups 
– but those discussions often doesn’t extend to youngsters’ online activities. In fact, National Online Safety conducted a recent 
survey which found that only slightly more than half (54%) of parents regularly talk to their children about staying safe online.  

It can be an awkward topic to broach and, of course, it needs not to feel intrusive. However, just checking in with your child about 
their digital life can get them thinking about online safety and alert you to any issues they might be having. In support of Safer 
Internet Day 2023, our #WakeUpWednesday guide has some useful tips on potential ways to start those conversations. 

In the guide you’ll find a number of useful tips such as being as honest as possible, discussing how misleading the online world can 
be and creating a ‘family agreement’. 

A FREE ONLINE SAFETY GUIDE ON TWITTER 
Twitter is a social media network which allows users to post short messages (‘tweets’) of up to 280 characters. Tweets can consist 
of text, photos, videos, audio, links, polls and GIFs – often linked by hashtags if they share a common theme or message. Hashtags 
receiving high levels of interest are said to be ‘trending’. Twitter users can engage with other people’s posts by liking, retweeting 
(sharing) or tweeting back (commenting on). Since the entrepreneur Elon Musk acquired Twitter in 2022 for $44 billion, the platform 
has undergone several major changes.   

A FREE ONLINE SAFETY GUIDE ON WORLD OF WARCRAFT 
World of Warcraft originally launched way back in 2004, and since then the game has blossomed into a major entertainment 
property. It’s spawned spin-off novels, merchandise and even a Hollywood movie adaptation … but why are we still talking about 
it in 2023? World of Warcraft’s most recent iteration, Dragonflight, launched last November and marks the game’s ninth major 
expansion. This latest addition has attracted a whole host of lapsed players back to the game – as well as newcomers jumping into 
the realm of Azeroth for the first time. 

In the guide, you’ll find tips on a number of potential risks such as the potential for online addiction, in-game purchases and 
simulated violence. 

A FREE ONLINE SAFETY GUIDE ON 10 WAYS GAMING CAN SUPPORT POSITIVE OUTCOMES 
Gaming, of course, is phenomenally popular with children and young people. In 2021, for instance, more than three-quarters of 
teenagers played online games, with almost 70% of primary school aged children doing likewise. If enjoyed in moderation and 
supported by a healthy routine (staying hydrated, good sleep habits, taking breaks and so on), gaming can actually benefit a 
person’s mental health. As long as we stay alert for potential risks, games can be much more than what we see on the surface: 
they can be a way to socialise, an avenue for creativity and a route to solving problems. Our top ten tips outline how gaming 
online can sometimes work to your child’s advantage.  

In the guide you’ll find a number of potential benefits including a sense of achievement, learning about teamwork and 
encouraging creativity.












